
SHRINKY DINKS
Give your teens full creative freedom
to create their own designs for
keychains, jewelry or magnets. What
could be better than making
something normal sized before
watching it shrink down into
something mini?

UNO
5 out of 5 stars. Comes as advertised.
Every variety of UNO imaginable
conveniently packed into one tub.

TUBSTUBS
TEENTEEN
Quick Guide to:

PERLER BEADS
A tub chock full of colorful, meltable
beads and peg boards for creating
pixel-art style designs.

PARTY GAMES
Play some party music and let the
games begin! Board games, card
games, and Jackbox Games – for
groups of all sizes and interests.

NEED MORE DETAILS ABOUT A
SPECIFIC TUB?
Visit the Teen Programming Group
page on Sharepoint and checkout
the Teen Zone Menu

WANT TO REQUEST A TUB FOR
YOUR PROGRAM?
Visit the Programming Sharepoint
Page -> Tubs/Supplies -> Request a
Tub/Tool

QUESTIONS?
Contact the Teen Programming
Workgroup:

 
TeenProgramming@kdl.org



BINGO
Practice your best announcer voice
and get ready to call B-I-N-G-O!*
Comes with a fun spinning cage,
bingo cards, and lots of plastic chips.  

*(Dog not included.)

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS
A full adventurer's kit, stuffed with all
you need to try your hand at running
a D&D session... Or just lay everything
out for the teens to embark upon
their own quests!

90'S CRAFTS
Rewind to a simpler time with crafts
and games from the 90’s! Packed
with nostalgia and supplies for
everything from Pogs and cootie
catchers to friendship bracelets. 

BUTTON MAKER
Nothing screams "STYLE!!" more
than a custom button! Teens can
design their own or stamp out
pictures from comics and printouts
included in the tub.

CANDLE MAKING
This tub is ON FIRE!!!* Layer or mix
different colors of granulated wax to
create hot designs for these custom
candles. 

*(But not literally.)

DUCT TAPE / BULLET JOURNALS
All the supplies you need for making
personalized notebooks and
planners. An assortment of brightly
colored and patterned duct tapes are
great for making flowers, wallets, or
whatever weird constructs the teens
come up with.

GUMMY BEAR PENDANTS
They’re cute! They’re sweet! They’re
not made to eat!* Make adorable
gummy-bear shaped charms for
jewelry or keychains. 

*(No actual gummy bears were 
harmed in the making of this tub.)

JEWELRY MAKING
A plethora of beads, hardware, cords,
and miscellaneous bits and pieces for
making bracelets, necklaces, and
earrings.

MINI TERRARIUMS
Make your own tiny garden in a jar.
Tiny plants! Tiny mushrooms! Tiny
animals! And nothing the teens have
to keep alive!

NATURE
 Help your teens save the planet –
one bee house, watering dish or seed
bomb at a time.

NINTENDO SWITCH
Live that pro-librarian-gamer life! All
the equipment needed to set up an
epic Mario Kart or Super Smash Bros
tournament. Or set up multiple
Switch stations and let the teens
choose their favorite games!


